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The cultural department has always been an active part of the college. The students are 
encouraged to take part in numerous state and national level inter-collegiate cultural 
competitions. This year due to the pandemic very less number of competitions were hosted; 
nonetheless our students did not miss any opportunity to participate in the ones organized in 
this academic year.  
 
Our students participated in Symbhav 2021. Symbhav is a prestigious competition organized 
by Symbiosis law college, Vimannagar. In the fashion show, our student Atharva Bangale 
grabbed the title of Mr. Symbhav; Runners up position was bagged by another student of our 
college AmeyGhodajkar; Urja Neurgaonkar was awarded Runners up for Miss. Symbhav.  
 
Another event wherein our students took part was Astitva 2020 -organized by MIT, 
Kothrud. Akhilesh Kakade was awarded as runners up for the instrumental competition.  
 
The cultural department hosts an intra-college cultural fest each year “INDRADHANUSH”. 
This year amidst the pandemic the department managed to organize a successful virtual 
cultural fest with a cause. The mode of the fest was totally online however the students 
managed to portray their skills and enjoy their fest sitting at their homes. Since the fest was 
online it was a little challenging for the department to form coordination between the 
volunteering students and to bring everyone together. However, the response from the 
students was overwhelming. Once the department had confirmed the conduct of the fest a 
core committee was formed of students along with the faculty in-charge. The students 
coordinating heads were the students from 5th Year B.A.LLB- Atharva Bangale, Nihal Singh 
and Simran Mutalik. Under the guidance of the core committee initial general Meetings were 
held open to all the students wherein they were informed about the online fest and ideas were 
collected from the students as to the theme of the entire fest and different events that could be 
held during this time. The students were also asked to register themselves for the posts of 
event coordinators and volunteers and to a surprise the department had around 150+ working 
volunteers and 50+ event coordinators. The entire fest ‘Covid Pandemic: two sides of the 
coin’ and its activities were based on the current pandemic situation and with a motive to 
encourage a brighter side of the situation wherein we believed to convey that this time too 



shall pass and we are all together in this situation and hence it became “INDRADHANUSH- 
This time for a cause”.  
 

The events that were selected for the fest were around 23 in number and a mixture of various 
art forms ranging from painting, dance, singing, instruments, acting, quizzes to many more 
such activities. This year various new events were also introduced in the fest which took 
place for the first ever time in the history of INDRADHANUSH. This year the department 
introduced Mr. and Ms. Indradhanush which was a fashion pageant, then stand up comedy 
was introduced along with dress your pet which was all about dressing your pets.  

This year taking the benefit of the online mode the families of the students were also allowed 
to take part in certain events which was never possible in offline mode. The event 
coordinators were decided and each event had 2 coordinators along with a minimum of 5 
volunteers in each event group. The groups were asked to create various promotional posters 
in order to promote their individual event. Since this year the fest was online the main work 
that was recognized was of the technical department along with the PR and social media. 
These two sub-departments were taken care by Atharva Bangale, Amey Ghodajkar, Urja 
Mishra, Simran Mutalik and UrjaNeurgaonkar.  

The posters created were published and promoted on various social platforms. The event 
groups were very creative in these aspects and a lot of hard work was also seen in the initial 
phase itself. Registrations for each event were opened and the students from all the classes 
participated with great enthusiasm. A fun chat session was conducted with the alumni of the 
cultural department which was recorded and later published. As a gesture of memory for 
everyone away from college fest T-shirts were designed with a unique logo depicting a “key” 
as a symbol of solution to all the problems of the pandemic. The logo was created by one of 
our own student Mandar Deshmane. These T-shirts along with a sweet message on behalf of 
the department were sent to all the students via speed post and the students wore these T-
shirts during the fest with utmost love towards the cultural department and the college. 

 

The fest was scheduled from 8th June 2021 to 13th June 2021 making it a long 6 days event. 
On 8th June the Inauguration ceremony took place and the Chief Guest for the event was Mr. 
Sunandan Lele, a renowned sports journalist. The ceremony took place in the presence of 
Adv. Nitin Apte, CDC Chairman SNFLC, Officiating principal Mrs. Nalini Ambad and all 
the faculty members. The ceremony and further all the events were regularly live streamed on 
the official you tube channel of our college. After the inaugural the events commenced one 
after the other and on the first day only two events were held firstly the Fashion pageant and 
secondly online gaming. The judges for each event were our very own faculty and non-
teaching staff along with some expert alumni for certain skill-based events. The entire rush of 
events and each group internal working along with checking the rule sheets was managed by 
Nihal Singh and his team. The coordination between judges and the computation department 
was taken care by Simran Mutalik and her team.  

On 9th June 2021 there were 5 events in total namely face mask painting, instrumental, solo 
singing competition, mono acting and online gaming final rounds. On day 3 of the fest i.e., 
10th June 2021 canvas painting along with 2 quiz competitions- Bollywood quiz and web 



series quiz was held. On 11th June 2021 the events list had poster making competition along 
with mad ads, short film making, murder mystery and finally the stand-up comedy show. On 
12th June 2021 the day started with the final round of Bollywood quiz followed by one 
minute talent hunt, funny videos making competition, jamming of instruments with singing 
which included self-made instruments as well. A fun session called “Masti ki Paatshala” also 
took place on the same day which was a fun, informal interaction session with the entire 
faculty. The final day began with the treasure hunt competition along with poetry writing, 
dance competition and finally the fest ended with the dress you pet event. Another event 
which was a part of the fest was photography and the photos of the participants were 
circulated in between of various events.  

On 13th June the entire fest came to the conclusion with the valedictory session for which we 
were honored to have Mr. Virajas Kulkarni, television actor as our Chief Guest. Our 
chairman sir along with our officiating principal and the entire faculty graced the event with 
their presence. A fun interactive session was conducted with the chief guest by Arya Jagtap 
and later a short video was presented in honor to salute all the unsung covid warriors that our 
very own students had found from their local areas across the country. One of the events was 
Safarnama- capture the entire fest. The videos of this competition were presented in the 
concluding ceremony. A video of the college tour was also displayed to the students as a 
refreshing memory since everyone has been away from the college for over a year now. The 
valedictory ceremony concluded with the results announcement for which the students had 
worked day and night to win each competition. The results for Indradhanush were announced 
by Adv. Nitin Apte, CDC, Chairman SNFLC. Later the core committee announced certain 
special achievement results- Best coordinator: Sakshi Mehta, Urja Mishra, Raunak Nenwani 
and Prathamesh Paithankar. Best team work: Treasure hunt, OTT aspirants. Maximum 
participation in event: Treasure hunt which was led by Urja Mishra and Sanika Gijare. Most 
attendee and views for any competition: Ghungroo tooth gaye led by Pranjali Bawane and 
Saniya Agawane. Best poster of an event: Dabba Gul which was led by Snigdha Singh and 
Simran Chachra. Lastly the special prize was given to the rising stars of cultural department- 
Sanya Narula, Pranav Bora, Pranav Joshi, Nupur Singh, Prabha Goswami and Palak who 
participated in almost all the events. The certificates were given to the participants post the 
valedictory session. The entire fest marked a history as being the first ever virtual fest with 
the maximum participation of students, teachers & sub-staff that was never seen before on the 
virtual platform of Indradhanush  

The virtual fest allowed every enthusiastic fellow to cherish their college life and showcase 
their talent & their due to their collective efforts INDRADHANUSH 2021 was a great 
success. 

The entire list of winners in individual events is as below: 

EVENTS  

1. MR & MISS INDRADHANUSH –  

Mr Indradhanush - Pranav Bora  

Miss Indradhanush - Mahima Moondra  

 



2. NAQAAB E ZINDAGI –  

1st position - Sanya Narula  

2nd  position - Meghana Karlekar  

3rd position - Vishal Thopate   

 

3. DUN BADALE DEKHO – 

 Prajakt Pardeshi  

 

4. GAATE RAHE MERA DIL – 

1st position - Pranav Joshi 

2nd position - Akhilesh Kakde & Khayati Bhadtokar (Tie)  

3rd position - Sejal Lahane & Zenia Irani (Tie) 

 

5. ACTUS REHERSE –  

1st position - Arya Jagtap  

2nd position - Pranav Joshi  

3rd position - Suyash Valecha 

 
6. VIRAL COLOUR FEVER –  
 
Winners (Tie) 
Pallavi Pawar & Siddhi Kolap  
 
 
7. SINGLE AFTER 12 –  
 
Winner: 
TEAM BHAGWAN  
Vishvesh Shukla  
Astha Bhatt 
Ria Menon 
Urja Mishra  
 
Runner Up: 
MORDERN CREATURE  
Jay Kshirsagar 
Rupesh Raut 



Avinash Patil  
Sushant Javir 
 
8. POST VID –  

Winner:  
Janhavi Awasthi 

Runner Up (Tie): 
Pallavi Pawar & Sanya Narula 

 

9. MAD ADS –  

1st position: WASHING POWDER NIRMA  

Sanika Athley, Shruti Mishra, Sakshi Kalwadia, Ruchi Memane, Mahima Moondra 

2nd position (TIE): 

NAAM ME KYA RAKHA HAI  

Samruddhi Kanchan, Arya Gawade, Sneha Nagargoje, Pooja Tajne, Nishit Chhajed, Sriniwas 
Kanakdande   

And 

TEAM NAME-JOLLY LLB  

Chetan Walukar, Ashish Shewale, Akash Kaniche 

3rd position - FOUR BEES  

Tahreem Zaidi, Tarab Zaidi, Ananya Zaidi, Azein Zaidi 

 

10. LOCKED IN AND OUT – 

Best Short Film – Malhar Kulkarni And Chaitanya Deshpande 

Best Script – Harshjeet Jadhav  

 

11. MURDER MYSTERY –  

1st position - Mahima Moondra 

2nd position - Sanika Athalye  

3rd position - Hiral Mistrty 

 

12. MANN KI BAAT –  

 Winner 



Raunak Agarwal 

 

13. TICKET TO BOLLYWOOD –  

Winner: 

BMCC 

Vishvesh Shukla, Aniket Mishra, Sagar Narang, Gaurav Singh 

Runner Up: 

GOALMAL  

Siddhi Mehta, Mitali Jain, Sidhant Singh, Shrey Nehra  

   

14. JHALAK DIKH LA JA –  

1st position - Pranav Joshi  

2nd position - Khyati   & Aparna Naik  

3rd position - Sanya Narula 

 

15. MILE SUR MERA TUMHARA -   

1st position - Akhilesh Kakade 

2nd position - Satakshi Thorat  

3rd position - Abhishek Mookherjee 

 

16. DABBA GUL - 

 Winner: 

Pranav Bora 

 

17. KHON GAYE TUM KAHAN –  

Winner 

THE PIRATES 

Bhargavi Nimje, Mihika Chitale, Shubham Rungta  

Runner Up Team –  

THREE-IFIC  



Amey Kulkarni, Sakshi Mehta, Prayas Gangwal 

2nd Runner Up - 

DORA THE EXPLORER  

Mahima Moondra, Sanya Narula & Shreya Bansal  

 

18. NAZM –  

1st position - Sanya Narula  

2nd position - Anuj Singh  

3rd position - Alok Dwivedi   

 

19. GHUNGROO TOOT GAYE – 

1st position – Chaitanya Kedia 

2nd position – Shivam Date 

3rd  position – Vishvesh Shukla And Rutuja Mulik (Tie) 

 

20. TERA YAAR HOON MAIN –  

1st position – Aryaan Jadhav 

2nd Position - Satakshi Thorat And Sandip Miskin 

3rd Position - Shruti Mishra And Nupur Singh 

 
21. ISOULATION- 
 
1st position - Shreyas Rajale 
2nd position - Pratiksha Shinde 
3rd position - Shivtej Satpute 
 
22. SAFARNAMA- 

Winner  

Sakshi Kalwadia 

 
23. AKHIYON SE GOLI MAARE- ONLINE GAMING 

Valorent game winner 

Ajinkya Ghole 



 

Pubg Solo 

Navneet Singh 

Pubg Squad-  

Pranav Bora 
Rohit Pawar 
Pratik Suryavanshi 
Ajinkya Karad 

 
 

 

 


